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Business is booming in the global 
outsourcing market. With continued 
advancements in digital technology, 
skilled service providers are in high 
demand.

However, they also face challenges. Margins can be 

tight, and the level of effort to create new offerings and 

onboard each new client interferes with scalability and 

time to revenue. 

Their customers also have expectations—they need their 

service providers to be a true partner in powering 

innovation, and they expect a quick, effective response 

to any issue. Every experience must be seamless.

To meet these needs, providers and their customers 

need to invest in new, modern technologies. 

ServiceNow® collaborates with service providers to bring 

innovative new thinking into their businesses.

Access our full Industry Brief here.

INTRO MANAGED CLOUD MANAGED INSTANCE
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https://www.servicenow.com/content/dam/servicenow-assets/public/en-us/doc-type/resource-center/solution-brief/driving-profitable-digital-transformation-for-service-providers.pdf


Accelerate cloud transformation for 
your customers with governance and 
security

Your enterprise customers count on you to accelerate 

their digital transformation. And, more than ever, they 

want your help to get to the cloud. It’s a big 

opportunity, and it comes with equally big expectations. 

This rising demand can be good for business, but 

realizing the potential isn’t easy. 

Old ways of creating offerings are no longer feasible—or 

profitable. New innovations are released daily by the 

major cloud providers and with the constant barrage of 

new security and governance guidelines, keeping up 

feels daunting.

The solution? ServiceNow®— The Platform of Platforms.
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► Deliver innovative services for hyperscale and hybrid cloud models
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► Drive cost savings and process efficiencies for maximum profitability

► Help your customers meet compliance standards and mitigate security risks

The Now Platform empowers a smarter way to workflow. 

ServiceNow enables workflows across your business, across 

departments, systems, and processes. With the Now Platform, 

work flows naturally, the way it’s supposed to. And when work 

flows naturally, great experiences follow.

—Bill McDermott, President and CEO at ServiceNow

With ServiceNow, service providers can deliver even more value to customers as you 

accelerate their cloud journey. We’ll partner with you to: 
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Drive savings and 
efficiency

Ensure security and 
compliance

Deliver innovative services

When your customers ask for help getting to the cloud, the real opportunity is usually much 

larger. What enterprise customers really need is a partner to power their digital 

transformation. 

With ServiceNow, you’ll have the tools, automation, and expertise needed to centrally 

manage and secure your clients’ multi-cloud estates. 

And, you get an agile, customizable platform that’s easy to build on, so you can operate 

with the speed demanded in today’s thriving outsourcing market.

Deliver innovative 
services
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Drive savings and 
efficiency

Ensure security and 
compliance

Drive savings and efficiency for maximum profitability

Investing in automation is an investment in your company’s financial future. 

With the Now Platform®, you can create new solutions and onboard customers more 

efficiently than ever before. 

Artificial intelligence, self-service, and digital workflows all combine to drive better 

efficiencies. You’ll streamline processes, automate routine tasks, and reduce overall 

implementation time, leading to improved profit margins and speed to revenue.

Deliver innovative 
services
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Ensure security and compliance

With ServiceNow, you can help your customers deliver data security and meet compliance 

standards without sacrificing productivity. 

With a purpose-built service provider architecture, you can manage data from multiple 

customers securely and confidently in a single instance—no need to constantly switch 

between multiple systems. 

ServiceNow’s global data center footprint and deployment options help you and your 

customers meet data and sovereignty requirements with ease.

Drive savings and 
efficiency

Ensure security and 
compliance

Deliver innovative 
services
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Service providers bring powerful experience and expertise to their enterprise customers. 

ServiceNow helps them service more customers, more efficiently. 

By embedding the Now Platform, service management, cloud provisioning, and governance apps 

into your managed service offerings, you can seize today’s opportunities in a profitable, sustainable 

way. And your customers can get innovative and compliant digital solutions to their customers 

faster than ever before.

Atos, a global leader in digital transformation, is just one service provider that is experiencing the 

power of the Now Platform. With demand for digital transformation surging, they turned to 

ServiceNow. 

The result? Atos quickly launched multiple cloud offerings, and enhanced their customers’ 

onboarding, self-service, and infrastructure as code (IaC) experiences and governance with hybrid 

and public cloud.

By 2024, more than 50 percent of cloud service deals will 

include both application development services and 

cloud infrastructure professional and managed services, 

up from 10% in 2019.
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—Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and 

Managed Services, February 2019 

MANAGED CLOUD PLATFORM IN ACTION
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Enable rapid adoption of the 
ServiceNow platform to make 
work…flow

Enterprises are embarking on their digital transformation 

journeys—and they need help to make it happen. That’s 

why, more than ever, they’re turning to service providers 

for expertise and support.

By leveraging strategic partners, enterprises keep their 

employees focused on core business tasks. However, as 

businesses chart their digital transformation roadmap, 

they need more than just expertise. They need the right 

technology too.

The Now Platform is a powerful tool to support these 

enterprises, but not every business wants to standup and 

manage it on their own.

That’s why providing a Dedicated Managed Instance 

of ServiceNow® presents a unique opportunity for service 

providers and their enterprise customers.

Businesses get the full power of ServiceNow to power 

their digital transformation, including the ability to 

customize apps and workflows to their specific needs.

Service providers gain a new recurring revenue stream, 

and an opportunity to deepen their relationships with 

customers on some of their most strategic initiatives.
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Mitigate risks

Reduce time to value 

When your customers need help, they want it fast. And they expect the technologies they invest in to 

deliver a measurable return. That’s why the Now Platform makes sense for them—and for you.

Providing fully managed ServiceNow instances to your customers is a win-win-win situation:

• Speed up the contracting process. By leveraging your existing relationship, your customer can 
shorten the time spent getting ServiceNow approved by legal and procurement. 

• Accelerate migration and deployment. Combine ServiceNow’s customizable and comprehensive 
SaaS platform with a service provider who has the administrative and development expertise—
your customers are essentially hitting the easy button. 

• Sustain and expand adoption. This solution encourages ongoing optimization services and co-
innovation opportunities, as well as the ability to expand into business functions well beyond IT. 

Reduce time to value
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Mitigate risksReduce time to value

Mitigate risks

Transitioning to a new technology or platform is not without risk, whether financial or operational. 

A dedicated managed instance of ServiceNow puts risk mitigation directly in the service provider’s 
hands, on behalf of their customer. 

Simply put: Your expertise sets them at ease. 

This proven business model enables a rapid adoption of the Now Platform. The Now Platform 

empowers a smarter way to workflow. ServiceNow enables workflows across your business, across 
departments, systems, and processes. 

With the Now Platform, work flows naturally, the way it’s supposed to. And when work flows naturally, 
great experiences follow. 
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A large, global business consulting, IT, and outsourcing servicing firm helped a leading U.S. banking 

and financial institution realize the power of the Now Platform by contracting directly with 

ServiceNow for a dedicated instance and apps to be used by the bank’s employees.

By combining a deep understanding of the bank’s operations, existing agreements, and their deep 

bench of ServiceNow experience, the service provider was able to accelerate the bank’s 

procurement and deployment to reduce risks associated with changing platforms. Together, they 

share management of the account with ServiceNow—and the service provider acts on behalf of 

the bank as the ServiceNow platform expert.

Now, the dedicated ServiceNow instance not only manages IT workflows, but customer service 

ones as well, with ongoing administration and optimization services provided by the service 

provider.

When service providers deploy a ServiceNow dedicated 
managed instance, their customers win big. These enterprise 
customers can quickly get up and running on the platform 
by capitalizing on their current service provider’s relationship 
and expertise to rapidly scale-up a proven platform tailored 
to their specific needs.

DEDICATED MANAGED INSTANCE IN ACTION
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About ServiceNow

ServiceNow empowers service providers to lead with digital transformation and deliver even more value 

to their business and customers. Providers can adapt the solution to their specific needs, whether that’s 

using the platform internally, embedding it in managed service offerings, or selling ServiceNow to 

enterprise customers and managing it for them.

Service providers leading the digital transformation charge trust ServiceNow.

For more information on ServiceNow’s solutions, click the button below:

GET DETAILS

SN-SO-MSP-042020

ServiceNow (NYSE: NOW) is the fastest-growing enterprise cloud software company in the world above $1 billion. Founded in 2004 with the goal of 

making work easier for people, ServiceNow is making the world of work, work better for people. Our cloud-based platform and solutions deliver 

digital workflows that create great experiences and unlock productivity to approximately 5,400 enterprise customers worldwide, including almost 

75% of the Fortune 500. 

For more information, visit www.servicenow.com.
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